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FOLIANT GEMINI 400 NG-S

The FOLIANT Gemini 400 NG-S is the next generation of semi-automatic high-pressure laminating machines (laminator and separator)
developed for digital The
output.
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it represents an ideal choice for professional, single-side lamination in digital shops and all other print shops, printing and processing
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The machine’s main feature is a pneumatic pressure system in a heavy-duty mechanism enabled to achieve a very high working pressure,
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L AMINATOR
The FOLIANT Gemini 400 NG-S laminator maximum sheet size is 14.96" x 22.83". The option allows laminating sheets of maximum size
14.96" x 25.98" The minimum sheet size is 7.87" x 11.8" (A4). The roll of film is mounted on an easy handle shaft with a film tension
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The laminating process is done between two laminating rollers - a highly polished chrome roller, and a lower hard rubber pressure roller.
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The laminating process is done between two laminating rollers - a highly polished chrome roller, and a lower hard rubber pressure roller.
The laminating roller is heating with an infrared heated spiral with a sensitive contact temperature sensor. The pressure is pneumatically
adjustable to achieve extra high pressure between the laminating rollers.
The laminating unit is equipped with an adjustable twin de-curl unit.
- With a de-curl blade for offset printed sheets
- With a de-curl roller for digitally printed sheets (to prevent scratches on digitally printed sheets printed on both sides with sensitive
inks)
The whole machine is controlled by a touchscreen with an interactive interface.

Whole machine is controlled from touchscreen with interactive interface.
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The belt separator (sheeter) is equipped with a separating roller and a deflection wheel.
The belt separator (sheeter) is equipped with a separating roller and a deflection wheel.
The separated sheets are delivered into a reception unit or a vibrating jogger (optional).
The separated sheets are delivered into a reception unit or a vibrating jogger (options).
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Whole machine is controlled from touchscreen with interactive interface.
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The FOLIANT Gemini 400 NG-S is

Optional Foliant Foiler

a semi-automatic machine. The feeding is manual.
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It is a module integrated inside the machine separator for the Nylon films processing.
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It is a module for longer sheets lamination (for example the max. size outputs from Xerox iGen4 is 22.83" x 25.98".
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*Important - The machine must be operated either with a RU 400 or with a Jogger 400.

Optional Supply Roll Shaft
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